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Mar 13, 2014 A lot of troubles for me to fix it. And finally, they said don't flash it because it is not officially unlocked. But I
still want it . Apr 18, 2014 Reboot and no tools started. I realized I still have a profile saved in the background. So I tried to

launch the application and suddenly I'm in a recovery mode . Sep 10, 2014 CIC coding tools for BMW IS, AWD i was activated
but no BMW interactive display together with flashing lights. I was successful to repair it, but I still have some problems . Sep

24, 2014 I realised that the speed sensor is not registered. Therefore, there is no speed limiter. Consequently, for a small number
of kilometres when the speed is set higher than the usual 3000 km/h, I get warnings for exceeding the speed limit. . Jul 13, 2015

I get a pull-down menu that says "Display Not available" with a message saying "XKR cannot be opened. Check your
installation, reinstall driver." It has happened before. I reinstalled the driver (xboxkr_winusb_030_2014_2604_en-GB.exe) and .

Sep 17, 2015 After (lack of?) a "reboot" of BimmerTrack I get following alert: " Windows was unable to access (all of) the
CIC's Event Log. Press OK to restart Windows". This is followed by the restart of my XKR. Sep 30, 2015 Thanks to others I
opened the CIC, activated the AWD signal through the BMW repair-kit and used the XKR GUI to interact with the iDrive

programming. But now I have a variety of problems. First, the BimmerTrack screen disappears after putting the GUI into the
iDrive desktop, or if I go into the iDrive desktop by pressing the menu button, it's gone. Secondly, the coding is not activated yet

and no CIC screen is visible. . Nov 12, 2015 I could activate the coding with the BMWRemoteApp but no CIC appears on the
iDrive. I have trouble to set the coding through the Riezor-App, also. . Jul 22, 2016 With the help of all you may have activated

your coding. I activated mine too. But it's still not working. I have a message from BMW in
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BMW Coding Tool Pack for Update and can be used for free download. If you have a wienerslauf, you won't miss this update.
It has a new error message that no longer crashes the loader, a . Send us your feedback, we are always trying to improve our
website for you and if you want to download this BMW coding tool pack, click the button below. The tool is easy to use as soon
as you install it you can download and begin using the tool, on the main page click download for me in the top right and
download the tool. It's free. bmw coding tool. I have all the BMW Coding Tool Pack tool. Coding for BMW CIC. Coding for
BMW CIC 3. Coding for BMW NBT. Coding for BMW NBT 4. Coding for BMW NBT 5. Coding for BMW NBT 6. Coding
for BMW VIM. Coding for BMW VIM 2. Coding for BMW VIM 3. Coding for BMW VIM 4. Coding for BMW VIM 5.
Coding for BMW VIM 6. Coding for BMW VIM 7. Coding for BMW VIM 8. Coding for BMW VIM 9. Coding for BMW
VIM 10. Coding for BMW VIM 11. Coding for BMW VIM 12. Coding for BMW VIM 13. Coding for BMW VIM 14. Coding
for BMW VIM 15. Coding for BMW VIM 16. Coding for BMW VIM 17. Coding for BMW VIM 18. Coding for BMW VIM
19. Coding for BMW VIM 20. Coding for BMW VIM 21. Coding for BMW VIM 22. Coding for BMW VIM 23. Coding for
BMW VIM 24. Coding for BMW VIM 25. Coding for BMW VIM 26. Coding for BMW VIM 27. Coding for BMW VIM 28.
Coding for BMW VIM 29. Coding for BMW VIM 30. Coding for BMW VIM 31. Coding for BMW VIM 32. Coding for BMW
VIM 33. Coding for BMW VIM 34. 1cb139a0ed
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